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B.E./B.TECH. Degree Examination, September 2020 

Semester - VIII 
ME16017 – Entrepreneurship Development 

(Regulation 2016) 
Time: Three hours                                                                                                 Maximum : 80 Marks 

Answer ALL questions 
PART A - (8 X 2 = 16 marks) 

1. 

A corporate manager who starts a new initiative for their company which entails setting up a 
new distinct business unit and board of directors can be regarded as 

(a) Ecopreneur  
(b) Technopreneur  
(c) Intrapreneur  
(d) Social Entrepreneur 

2. 
EDP (Entrepreneurship Development Programme) is required to help:  

(a) Existing entrepreneurs  
(b) First generation entrepreneurs  
(c) Future generations entrepreneurs  
(d) None of the above 

3. 
Why should an entrepreneur do a feasibility study for starting a new venture  

a) To identify possible sources of funds  
b) To see if there are possible barriers to success  
c) To estimate the expected sales  
d) To explore potential customers 

4. 

___________ is the length of time between firm’s actual cash expenditure and its own cash 
receipt. 

a) Net operating cycle 
b) Cash conversion cycle 
c) Working capital cycle 
d) Gross operating cycle 

5. What is the need of an entrepreneur in our society? 
6. How is motivation important in the development of an entrepreneur? 
7. Is it mandatory to prepare a project report? Justify your answer. 
8. The institution wherein you are studying now belongs to which district? Which bank is the lead 

bank of that district? 
PART B - (4 X16 = 64 marks) 

09. (a) (i) Distinguish between the imitative entrepreneur and innovative 
entrepreneur? ( 8 ) 

  (ii) Which one among those two types is required for the economic 
development of our nation? Justify with suitable example. ( 8 ) 

(OR) 
 (b) (i) Explain the role of entrepreneurship in economic growth of our nation. ( 8 ) 
  (ii) List out any FOUR successful entrepreneurs. Explain the characteristics 

of each entrepreneur which made them to become as success. ( 8 ) 
 
10. (a) (i) Analyze the Maslow’s Need Hierarchy Theory and McClelland’s 

Acquired Needs Theory for a person becoming an entrepreneur. ( 16 ) 
(OR) 

 (b) (i) What is the need of EDP. Discuss the course content of EDP, various 
phases and evaluation of EDP. ( 16 ) 
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11. (a) (i) Discuss the ownership structures of small business. ( 8 ) 
  (ii) Which ownership structure will you select if you start an enterprise? 

Justify the reason with its merit and demerit. ( 8 ) 
(OR) 

 (b) (i) What are the contents to be considered if you are asked to formulate a 
project report for starting a small enterprise? ( 8 ) 

  (ii) How the bank official will appraise the project report? ( 8 ) 
 
12. (a) (i) Analyse the possible internal and external sources of finance to meet 

the short-term need in running a small enterprise.  ( 16 ) 
(OR) 

 (b) (i) Differentiate Share and debenture. ( 8 ) 
  (ii) List out the various financial institutions that are available in India for 

raising fund. ( 8 ) 
 


